
FAQ 

 

How do I track my heart rate with my Fitbit device? 
Track your heart rate continuously and automatically with your Fitbit device. 
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How does my Fitbit device detect my heart rate? 

When your heart beats, your capillaries expand and contract based on blood volume changes. 

PurePulse LEDs (light-emitting diodes) on your Fitbit device reflect onto the skin to detect blood 

volume changes, and finely-tuned algorithms are applied to measure heart rate automatically and 

continuously. The heart-rate icon you see on the display tells you if you're in 1 of 3 heart-rate 

zones. 

What are heart-rate zones? 

Heart-rate zones can help you optimize your workout by targeting different training intensities. 

Fitbit calculates your maximum heart rate with the common formula of 220 minus your age. 

Three heart-rate zones are determined using your estimated maximum heart rate. The 

illustrations below provide examples for each zone.  

 

Note that the icons may look slightly different between devices; for example, dots instead of 

dashes. For more information about zones, see the American Heart Association's Target Heart 

Rates article. 

Peak zone 
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Peak zone means your heart rate is greater than 85% of its maximum. This high-intensity exercise zone is 

for short, intense sessions that improve performance and speed.  

 
  

Cardio zone 

Cardio zone means your heart rate is 70 to 84% of its maximum. In this medium-to-high intensity 

exercise zone, you're pushing yourself but not straining. Most people should target this exercise zone.  

 
  

Fat Burn zone 

Fat burn zone means your heart rate is 50 to 69% of its maximum. This low-to-medium intensity exercise 

zone may be a good place to start for those new to exercise. It’s called the fat burn zone because a 

higher percentage of calories are burned from fat, but the total calorie burn rate is lower.  

 
  

Out of zone 

You’re out of zone when your heart rate is below 50% of its maximum.Your heart rate may still be 

elevated in this zone, but not enough to be considered exercise.  

 

Custom zone 

Instead of using the 3 existing  zones, you can create a custom zone to target a specific heart rate.  

 

To create a custom heart-rate zone:  

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the account icon  > Heart Rate Zones. 
2. Enter your custom zone. 



On fitbit.com, log into your dashboard and click the gear icon in the top right. Choose Settings > 

Personal Info and enter your custom zone. 

 

Note that on Fitbit Ionic and Fitbit Versa, the heart-rate value appears gray if your watch is searching for 

a stronger reading. 

   

 

What is resting heart rate? 

Resting heart rate measures your heart beats when you are still, and it can be an important 

indicator of the health of your heart. According to the American Heart Association website, “the 

average resting heart rate is 60-80 beats per minute, but it’s usually lower for physically fit 

people.” This is because “active people often have lower heart rates because their heart muscle is 

in better condition and doesn’t need to work as hard.” Also, the average resting heart rate rises 

with age. For more information, see the American Heart Association's All About Heart Rate 

article. 

How is resting heart rate measured? 

Resting heart rate refers to the heart rate measured when you’re awake, calm, comfortable, and have 

not recently exerted yourself. We use your heart rate data from when you’re awake and asleep to 

estimate your resting heart rate. For best accuracy, wear your device to sleep.  

 

Your resting heart rate is usually higher than your heart rate while you are asleep, so don’t be surprised 

if your resting heart rate is higher than the lowest number that you see in your heart rate graphs.  

What is max heart rate? 

Max heart rate is used to calculate different heart-rate zones. Fitbit calculates your max heart rate with 

the common formula of 220 minus your age. Don't be concerned if occasionally during intense exercise 

your heart rate goes above your Fitbit-calculated max heart rate. 

 

Instead of using the default, you can create a custom max heart rate if you're targeting a specific heart 
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rate. In the Fitbit app dashboard tap or click Account and find an option to change your heart-rate 

zones. From there you can create a custom max heart rate.  

What factors can affect my heart rate? 

Heart rate may be affected by any number of factors at a given moment. Movement, temperature, 

humidity, stress level, physical body position, caffeine intake, and medication use are just a few things 

that can affect your heart rate. Different medical conditions and medications can impact your heart rate. 

Consult your doctor before starting an exercise routine.  

How do I improve the accuracy of my heart-rate reading? 

As with all heart-rate tracking technology, accuracy is affected by personal physiology, location of wear, 

and type of movement. 

 

When you’re not exercising, wear your device a finger’s width above your wrist bone. Fitbit’s PurePulse 

technology is designed to be most accurate when you wear your device on the top of your wrist. 

 
For improved heart-rate accuracy, keep these tips in mind:  

1. Experiment with wearing the device higher on your wrist during exercise for an improved fit and 
more accurate heart-rate reading. Many exercises such as bike riding or weight lifting cause you 
to bend your wrist frequently, which could interfere with the heart-rate signal if the watch is 



lower on your wrist.  

 
2. Make sure the device is in contact with your skin. 
3. Do not wear your device too tight; a tight band restricts blood flow, potentially affecting the 

heart-rate signal. That being said, the device should also be slightly tighter (snug but not 
constricting) during exercise than during all-day wear. 

4. With high-intensity interval training, boxing, or other activities where your wrist is moving 
vigorously and non-rhythmically, the movement may prevent the sensor from finding an 
accurate heart rate. Similarly, with exercises such as weight lifting or rowing, your wrist muscles 
may flex in such a way that the band tightens and loosens during exercise. Try relaxing your 
wrist and staying still briefly (about 10 seconds), after which you should see an accurate heart-
rate reading. Note that your device will still provide accurate calorie burn readings during these 
types of exercise by analyzing your heart rate trends over the course of the workout. 

What is my cardio fitness score in the Fitbit app? 

Cardio fitness score, Fitbit's estimate of your VO2 Max, is an indicator of overall fitness that can help 

predict performance for endurance-based activities including running, biking, and swimming (source). 

For more information, see What is my cardio fitness score?  

How do I turn off heart-rate tracking on my Fitbit device? 

To preserve battery life on your device, you can turn off heart-rate tracking. Note that the LEDs on the 

back of your device will continue to flash.  

 Charge 3, Inspire HR, Ionic & Versa 

 

Open the Settings app  > Heart Rate > Off 
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 Other Devices 

Change your heart-rate setting in the Fitbit app. 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the account icon  > your device image. 
2. Tap Heart Rate > Off. 

Are the LEDs on my Fitbit device safe? 

Allergy to visible light is extremely rare, and the LEDs are on the visible spectrum, similar to the lights in 

your home or office. The LEDs have very low power so they won't burn your skin, and they're 

programmed to shut down if your device freezes or can't find a signal.   

Why don't I see my heart rate on my Fitbit device? 

Occasionally your device may have difficulty getting a strong signal. If you don't see your heart 

rate on your device, make sure you're wearing it correctly.  

What is female health tracking in the Fitbit app? 
This article includes information about how to use female health tracking in the Fitbit app to help 

predict periods, see your estimated fertile window, and more. For step-by-step instructions on 

logging your cycle data in the Fitbit app, see How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period? 
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 Where can I learn more about menstrual cycles and female health? 

Why should I use the female health tracking feature in the Fitbit app? 
Tracking your cycle can empower you to better understand what’s happening in your body, help you 

recognize any recurring irregularities, and help you identify menstrual patterns linked to everyday 

activities like sleep and exercise.  

 

For more information about tracking your cycle with the Fitbit app, see our blog post Female Health 

Tracking May Be Key to Keeping Your Health Goals on Track. Here’s Why.  

What is a menstrual cycle? 

The menstrual cycle is a recurring cycle in which the lining of the uterus thickens to prepare for 

the possibility of pregnancy and then sheds if pregnancy does not occur (source). The shedding 

of the uterine lining is the bleeding phase of the cycle, also known as the period (source). Typical 

cycles can last from 21 to 35 days, with an average of a 28-day cycle. Typical periods last 2-8 

days, with an average of 5 days (source). 

 

Your menstrual cycle starts on the first day of your period and ends the day before your next 

period (source).  

 

For more information, see our blog post Your Menstrual Cycle Explained: The Periods Facts 

You Never Knew You. 

How do I track my period in the Fitbit app? 

Track your period in the Fitbit app to learn about your typical period length, estimated fertile 

window and ovulation day, and other information related to your cycle. Continue to log and 

verify your periods for more accurate predictions and track details about your cycle for greater 

insight into menstrual patterns. For instructions on how to log a period or details see How do I 

use the Fitbit app to track my period? 

 

For more information about tracking your period with the Fitbit app, see our blog post Female 

Health Tracking May Be Key to Keeping Your Health Goals on Track. Here’s Why. 

What female health information can I track in the Fitbit app? 

Track your periods, fertile windows, ovulation days, and female health symptoms. Note that you 

can track symptoms, such as headaches, without tracking your period.  

 

Menopause tracking is not available at this time. For more information about menopause, see 

Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes! What to Expect During Perimenopause and Menopause.  
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How do I remove the female health tile from the Fitbit app? 

For information about how to turn female health tracking on or off, see How do I use the Fitbit 

app to track my period?  

What is a fertile window and ovulation?  

Fertility refers to the ability to conceive a biological child (source). Your fertile window is the 

portion of your menstrual cycle when you’re most fertile (source). While it’s possible to 

experience longer or shorter fertile windows, fertile windows typically span 6 days with 

ovulation occurring on the 6th day. Ovulation occurs when one of your ovaries releases an egg 

into a fallopian tube. In the Fitbit app, the fertile window spans 7 days to account for variations 

in the time of day that ovulation occurs (source).  

 

For more information, see our blog post Ovulation, Fertility, and Pregnancy: What It Really 

Takes To Make a Baby. 

What are predictions in the female health tracking feature? 

Based on the information you provide about your menstrual cycle, you can see predictions of 

future periods and fertile windows. For more information about how to see predictions, see How 

do I use the Fitbit app to track my period?   

How does the Fitbit app predict my periods and fertile windows? 

The predictions for your period, fertile window, and ovulation day are estimated using an 

algorithm that includes the period and cycle length information you provide. If you don’t provide 

some of the information about your cycle, Fitbit uses a 28-day cycle and 5-day period as a 

starting point for estimations. Your fertile window is always shown as 7 days in the Fitbit app. 

For more information, see What is a fertile window and ovulation?  

 

Period and fertile window predictions become more personalized as you log your period 

consistently. 

 

You can edit the average cycle length and period length you provided during setup; however, 

these settings only affect your initial predictions. For more information, see How do I use the 

Fitbit app to track my period?  

 

For more information about your cycle, see our blog post Your Menstrual Cycle Explained: The 

Periods Facts You Never Knew You Never Knew. 

How accurate are predictions? 
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Fitbit uses the data you provide to estimate your predictions. Initially, your predictions take into 

account the average cycle and period lengths you provide during setup. Log your period 

consistently to receive more accurate predictions. 

What are trends in the female health tracking feature? 

View your cycle trends to see patterns in your cycle length, period length, ovulation, fertile 

windows, and details. For more information, see How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period?  

Can female health tracking tell me if I have an unusual cycle or any other 

disorder? 

Your female health data helps you track your patterns and notice variations. There are many 

reasons why your period may become irregular, but some common causes include hormonal 

birth control, pregnancy, and excessive physical activity (source). A “normal” period is whatever 

is normal for you and your cycle (source). 

 

If you have any concerns about your cycle, consider talking to your doctor.  

 

Keep in mind that use of certain types of contraception, such as extended-cycle birth control pills 

and intrauterine devices (IUDs), will alter your menstrual cycle (source). Talk to your health care 

provider about what to expect.  

 

If you’re using birth control or otherwise have an altered cycle, you can still use the female 

health tracking feature to track your cycle and details to help you recognize patterns. You may 

want to turn off predictions in the female health settings and manually log your periods. For 

more information, see How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period? 

 

For more information, see our blog posts Your Menstrual Cycle Explained: The Periods Facts 

You Never Knew You Never Knew and Pills, Patches, IUDs, and More: Get to Know Your Birth 

Control Options. 

Why do I need to add my birth control method? 

Add your birth control method to log the details that can affect your cycle. For more information 

about how birth control can affect your cycle, see our blog post Pills, Patches, IUDs, and More: 

Get to Know Your Birth Control Options. 

Can I share my period data? 

You can choose to use your female health data to help facilitate conversations with your doctor, 

providing a clearer picture of your menstrual cycle for more personalized care. At this time, you 

can’t directly share your female health tracking data from the Fitbit app with anyone, including 
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your partner.  

 

Fitbit invests heavily in security measures to protect consumer privacy and keep data safe. We 

use a combination of technical, administrative, and physical controls to maintain the security of 

user data. For more information, see Is my Fitbit data secure? 

Can I use my female health data for family planning? 

Female health tracking helps you learn more about your cycle and recognize trends. While the 

female health tracking feature provides information about your estimated fertile window, always 

talk to your doctor for information on conceiving and pregnancy.  

 

For more information, see our blog posts Ovulation, Fertility, and Pregnancy: What It Really 

Takes To Make a Baby and Do Ovulation Calculators Actually Work? Get The Facts on 

Fertility. 

Can my partner use the female health tracking feature to participate in 

family planning? 

While you can’t share data directly from the Fitbit app, you can review your data with your 

partner or health care professional as you track your menstrual cycle information and details in 

the Fitbit app. 

 

Note that female health tracking is off by default for users who have identified as male in the 

Fitbit app. To add the female health tracking tile, see How can I turn female health tracking off 

or on in the Fitbit app?  

Can I log ovulation test results in the Fitbit app? 

You can log your periods and cycle details and see your estimated fertile windows and ovulation 

days. Logging ovulation tests is not supported at this time.  

Can I log pregnancy test results in the Fitbit app? 

You can’t log pregnancy test results at this time. To continue using female health tracking during 

pregnancy, we recommend turning off predictions. For more information about turning off 

predictions, see How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period?  

 

Keep logging details, such as headaches or bleeding, to track your female health information. For 

more information about logging details, see How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period? If 

you have any concerns, always talk to your doctor. 
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For more information about pregnancy and your period, see our blog post Pregnant? Congrats! 

Here’s What to Expect From Your Period Postpartum. 

Is female health tracking available on a child account in a Fitbit family 

account? 
At this time, female health tracking is not available in the Fitbit app for children on family accounts. For 

more information about Fitbit family accounts 
   

How do I use Fitbit to track and set goals for my water intake? 
Log and track your daily water consumption on your wrist or in the Fitbit app. You can also set a 

water consumption goal and track your progress each day. 

How do I log my water intake? 

On Fitbit Ionic and Fitbit Versa, you can log your water intake on your wrist, in the Fitbit app, or 

on the fitbit.com dashboard.  

 Fitbit app 
1. On the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the + icon > Log Water. 
2. Choose an amount of water and tap Save. 

 Fitbit.com dashboard 
1. Select Log tab. 
2. At the bottom of the page, log your water intake. 
3. Click Log it. 

 Ionic & Versa 
1. Swipe up from the clock face to see Fitbit Today. 
2. Locate the water tile. You may have to swipe up to find it. If you don’t see the water tile, 

tap Settings at the bottom of Fitbit Today and make sure you turned on the water tile. 
3. Tap the + icon on the water tile and enter the amount of water you drank. 
4. Tap the check mark. 

How do I set a goal for water intake? 

Choose a section for instructions. 

 Fitbit app 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the Account icon . 
2. Under Goals, find Nutrition & Body. 
3. Tap Water and enter the number of ounces you want to consume per day. If you want 

to log cups or milliliters instead you can do so on fitbit.com. 
 Fitbit.com dashboard 

1. Hover your mouse over the bottom of the water tile. Click on the gear icon. 
2. Enter your desired daily consumption goal. 
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3. Click Done. 

 

How do I use the Fitbit app to track my period? 
This article includes step-by-step instructions for setting up and using the female health tracking 

feature in the Fitbit app. For more information and other questions about period tracking with 

Fitbit, see What is female health tracking in the Fitbit app? 

Skip to: 

 What information can I track in the Fitbit female health feature? 
 How do I set up the female health tracking feature in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I add or remove the female health tracking tile in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I add, edit, or delete a period in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I confirm a predicted period in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I log or delete female health details? 
 Can I edit a fertile window in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I read the female health tracking calendar in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I change the day of the week my calendar starts to Monday? 
 What should I know before tracking my period with Fitbit? 
 How can I see trends in my period data? 
 How do I read the graphs of my cycle details in the Fitbit app? 
 How do I edit my female health settings? 
 Can the Fitbit app remind me when my period will start? 
 Can I edit my average cycle or period length? 
 What do the female health icons mean on the Fitbit app dashboard? 
 Why do my period and fertile windows overlap? 
 How do I log bleeding between my periods? 
 Do I see a period on the Fitbit female health calendar if I log flow details? 
 How do I add my period if it arrives early? 
 How can I see my period information on my Fitbit device? 
 Can I see my cycle information on the fitbit.com dashboard? 
 How do I add previously tracked cycle information to the Fitbit app? 

  

What information can I track in the Fitbit female health feature?  

Follow your cycle, log periods, record details, and analyze trends at a glance with female health 

tracking in the Fitbit app.  

How do I set up the female health tracking feature in the Fitbit app? 

1. If you don’t already have it, add the female health tile to your Fitbit app dashboard. For more 
information, see How do I add or remove the female health tracking tile in the Fitbit app? 

2. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tracking tile.  
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3. Follow the on-screen instructions to set up female health tracking. You’ll be asked a series of 
questions about your menstrual cycle. The information you provide is used to make predictions 
about your future period and fertile windows. You can edit or update your information later. 

 On the calendar, find the approximate date your last period started. 
 To edit your average period and cycle lengths, tap the + or - icon to add or subtract days. 
 Turn on notifications if you want to receive reminders on your phone about when your 

period is predicted to start. For more information, see Can the Fitbit app remind me when 
my period will start?  

How do I add or remove the female health tracking tile in the Fitbit app? 

To show the female health tile: 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap Edit at the bottom of the dashboard. 
2. Tap the + icon in the top left corner of the female health tile. 
3. Tap Done.  

To hide the female health tile: 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap Edit at the bottom of the dashboard. 
2. Tap the x or - icon in the top left corner of the female health tile. 
3. Tap Done.  

How do I add, edit, or delete a period in the Fitbit app?  

To add or edit a period:  

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile. 
2. Tap the start date of a period on the calendar. 

3. Tap the pencil icon ( ) to add or edit a period (you can also tap and hold a date on the 
calendar). If period predictions are turned on, the entire period appears on the calendar based 
on your average period length. 

4. On the calendar, tap the first or last day of a period and then slide your finger across the dates 
to adjust the period length.  

5. Tap Save. 

To delete a period: 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile. 
2. Tap a date on the calendar inside the period you want to delete.  

3. Tap the pencil icon ( ). 
4. Tap Delete. Note that if you have predictions turned on, you’ll still see your predicted period. 

For more information, see Why do I see a period I already deleted in the Fitbit app? 
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If you have trouble adding or editing a period, see our troubleshooting tips. 

How do I confirm a predicted period in the Fitbit app? 

During your predicted period, you’re asked to confirm whether your period started. Tap Yes to 

confirm that your period started or Not Yet if it hasn’t started. Tap Edit to adjust the dates 

before you confirm your period.  

 

If you confirm a predicted period, the predicted period becomes a confirmed period. If you don’t 

confirm a predicted period, the prediction remains on your calendar. After the last day of the 

prediction window passes, the entire predicted period shifts to the next day. Note that the 

calendar doesn’t update until after midnight. 

How do I log or delete female health details? 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile.  
2. Tap a date on the calendar.  

3. Tap the plus icon ( ) 
4. Tap details to log them. To delete a detail, tap it so that the check mark disappears. 
5. Tap Save. 

Note that logging your flow details doesn’t log a period. To log a period, see to How do I add, edit, or 

delete a period in the Fitbit app? 

 

For more information about female health details, see our blog post Everything You Need to Know 

About PMS And How to Cope.  

Can I edit a fertile window in the Fitbit app? 

Your estimated fertile window automatically adjusts based on the menstrual cycle data you enter. 

You can’t edit fertile windows. 

 

To turn off fertility predictions, see How do I edit my female health settings?  

How do I read the female health tracking calendar in the Fitbit app? 

From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile to see the calendar with your cycle 

information. The different colors on the calendar indicate various stages of your cycle. Tap a 

date to see the female health details you logged for that day and other information.   

 

Note that the gray shading indicates a month, not a cycle. 

 

Refer to the table for more information about the calendar icons and colors: 
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Icon Description Meaning 

 

Confirmed period 

Solid pink indicates a confirmed period. If you don’t have your 

period, you can edit the dates. See How do I add, edit, or delete a 

period in the Fitbit app?  

 

Predicted period Light pink indicates a predicted period. 

 

Estimated fertile 

window 
Solid blue indicates an estimated fertile window. 

 

Estimated 

ovulation day 

A flower inside a fertile window indicates your estimated ovulation 

day. 

 

Confirmed period 

& estimated 

fertile window 

Solid pink and blue overlapping to form purple means your 

predicted period and estimated fertile window overlap. 

 

Selected day ring A circle indicates the selected date.  

 

Today ring The Today ring indicates the current date.  

 

Logged detail dot 
A dot underneath a date on the calendar indicates you logged 

female health details for that day. 

How do I change the day of the week my calendar starts to Monday? 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the account icon ( ). 
2. Tap Advanced Settings. You might have to scroll down to find this option. 
3. Tap Start Week On and choose which day you want your weeks to begin. Your female health 

calendar updates automatically. 

What should I know before tracking my period with Fitbit? 
Tips 

 Instead of tapping the pencil icon, tap and hold your finger on a date on the calendar to add or 
edit a period. 
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 Log your period consistently for more personalized predictions. 

Why can’t I log or edit a period or female health details in the Fitbit app?  
If a period doesn’t meet the following requirements, you may receive an error and be unable to log the 

period:   

 You can only add or edit current or past periods and details. 
 A period must be at least 1 day. 
 You can log a period of up to 60 days (on Windows 10 devices, the maximum is 10 days). If your 

period is longer, consider logging flow intensity details. 
 A cycle must be at least 11 days, and there must be a gap of at least 1 day between logged 

periods. If you experience a gap in bleeding during your period, it’s still 1 period. 

Note that If you attempt to log a period in the future or a period with less than a one-day gap between 

periods, the pencil icon ( ) is unavailable. If you don’t see the pencil icon, make sure the period you’re 

attempting to log or edit meets all of the requirements.  

Why do I see a period I already deleted in the Fitbit app? 
If you delete a confirmed period and you have predictions turned on, you’ll still see the predicted period 

for that cycle. For more information about the icons and colors on your female health tracking calendar, 

see How do I read the female health tracking calendar in the Fitbit app? 

 

To turn off predicted periods, see How do I edit my female health settings?  

How can I see trends in my Fitbit period data? 

View your cycle trends to see your average period and cycle lengths, average estimated 

ovulation day, and graphs of your past cycles and details. Note that you won’t see your average 

estimated ovulation day if you turned off fertile window predictions. You must log at least 2 

periods to see trends.  

 

To see your female health trends: 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile > Trends to view your period trends.  
2. Tap a cycle to see more details, including an overview of the details you logged. 

How do I read the graphs of my cycle details in the Fitbit app? 
To see the trends for each detail you logged during a cycle:  

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile > Trends. 
2. Tap a cycle to see more details. 

 An orange dot indicates you logged a detail on that day.  
 An orange bar indicates you logged flow intensity details on that day. The height of the bar 

indicates the intensity of your flow.  
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3. For information about a certain day of your cycle:  
a. Tap and hold on the calendar that shows your cycle until a vertical line appears.  
b. Drag your finger left or right to choose a day. The number in the top circle is the 

selected date, and the number in the bottom circle is the day of your cycle. The vertical 
line helps you see the details you logged on that day. 

 
 

If your cycle is longer than 60 days, swipe left and right or tap the arrows to scroll through your cycle 

calendar.  

How do I edit my female health settings? 

Update information about your cycle, including period length, cycle length, and birth control 

method, and choose whether to show period and fertility predictions and receive notifications. 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile. 

2. Tap the gear icon ( ) . 
3. Adjust your female health settings as needed. 

Can the Fitbit app remind me when my period will start? 

Turn on period notifications to receive reminders about your upcoming predicted periods. You’ll 

receive a notification on your phone 2 days before your period starts and on the first day of your 

predicted period. You’ll also see the reminder on your Fitbit device in Fitbit Today. For more 



information, see How can I see my period information on my Fitbit device? Note that you must 

turn on period predictions to receive period notifications.  

 

For more information about turning notifications on or off, see How do I edit my female health 

settings? 

Can I edit my average cycle or period length? 

You can edit the average cycle length and period length you provided during setup; however, 

these settings only affect your initial predictions.  

 

Keep the following in mind: 

 Change your average period length to adjust the length of your initial period predictions. For 
example, if you change your average period length from 5 days to 8 days, your predictions 
adjust to reflect this change. 

 Edit your average cycle length to adjust the length of your entire cycle. If fertility predictions are 
on, the predictions for your fertile window and ovulation day adjust based on the length of your 
cycle. For more information, see our blog post Ovulation, Fertility, and Pregnancy: What It Really 
Takes To Make a Baby.  

To change your setup values for average cycle or period length: 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the female health tile. 

2. Tap the gear icon ( ). 
3. Tap Period Length or Cycle Length and adjust the number.  
4. Confirm your changes. 

What do the female health icons mean on the Fitbit app dashboard? 

The icon shown on the female health tile in the Fitbit app changes depending on where you are in 

your current cycle. 
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Why do my period and fertile windows overlap? 

For some women, the estimated fertile window and period occur on the same day. You’ll see 

purple shading on the calendar where the 2 windows overlap. Refer to the calendar icon for 

details. 

 

For more information, see our blog posts 4 All-Too-Common Period Myths—Debunked and 

Ovulation, Fertility, and Pregnancy: What It Really Takes To Make a Baby. 

How do I log bleeding between my periods? 

If you experience bleeding before your period, sometimes known as breakthrough bleeding or 

spotting, you can track it by logging flow intensity details. For more information, see How do I 

log or delete female health details?  

Do I see a period on the Fitbit female health calendar if I log flow 

details? 

Logging flow intensity details doesn’t add a period to your calendar. To add a period, see How 

do I add, edit, or delete a period in the Fitbit app?  

How do I confirm my period if it arrives early? 

If your period arrives early, add it as a new period. Your future predictions automatically adjust. 

For more information, see How do I add, edit, or delete a period in the Fitbit app?  

How can I see my period information on my Fitbit device? 

Swipe up from the clock face and scroll until you see your female health information.  

 

To see female health data on your device, you must set up female health tracking in the Fitbit 

app and log at least 1 period. For more information about setting up female health tracking, see 

How do I set up the female health tracking feature in the Fitbit app? 

 

If you don’t want to see period information on your Fitbit device: 

 On Fitbit Ionic or Fitbit Versa, tap Settings at the bottom of Fitbit Today and turn off the Cycle 
Track tile. 

 On Fitbit Charge 3 and Fitbit Inspire devices, delete all your female health data in the Fitbit app. 
For more information, see How do I add, edit, or delete a period in the Fitbit app? 

Sync your Fitbit device to see your most recent information.  
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Can I see my cycle information on the fitbit.com dashboard? 

At this time, female health tracking is available in the Fitbit app. 
 

 

How do I change the units of measurement on my Fitbit device? 
To personalize your Fitbit data, you can choose which units of measurement you prefer to see.  

 

You can adjust the type of units used for your height, weight, water consumption, and swims in 

either the Fitbit app or the fitbit.com dashboard: 

 Fitbit app 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap or click the Account icon ( ). 
2. Tap or click Advanced Settings. 
3. Tap or click Units. 
4. Choose the type of units you want to use for your height, weight, water consumption, 

and swims. 

For Aria 2, you can also change the units shown on the scale.  

5. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap or click the Account icon ( ) > your scale icon. 
6. Tap or click Weight Units. 
7. Choose the units you want the scale to show your weight in. The next time you sync 

your scale, you’ll see your weight in the units you selected. You may have to weigh 
yourself twice before you see the units update. 

 fitbit.com Dashboard 

1. From your fitbit.com dashboard, click the gear icon ( ). 
2. Choose Settings > Personal Info. 
3. Under Advanced Settings, find Units and choose the type of units you want to use 

for your height, weight, water consumption, and swims. 
4. Click Submit. 

For Aria 2, you can also change the units shown on the scale.  

5. From your fitbit.com dashboard, click the gear icon ( ). 
6. Click Aria 2. 
7. Click the drop-down button next to Scale Units. 
8. Choose the units you want the scale to show your weight in. The next time you sync 

your scale, you’ll see your weight in the units you selected. You may have to weigh 
yourself twice before you see the units update. 

 



How do I connect with friends on Fitbit? 
Learn how to connect with friends and family to stay motivated. For information on how to send 

private messages, join community groups, and more, see What should I know about the Fitbit 

Community? 

Skip to: 

 How do I add Fitbit friends? 
 How do I accept or decline Fitbit friend requests? 
 How do I keep up with my Fitbit friends? 
 How do I delete or block Fitbit friends? 
 How do I manage my Fitbit privacy settings? 

How do I add Fitbit friends? 
For instructions on how to add friends, choose a section below.  

 Fitbit app 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the Account ( ) > your name. 
2. Tap Add Friends.  
3. Choose a method to find friends, then tap the Add Friend icon next to the name or 

email address of the person you want to add. 

You can also send a friend request to a member of the Fitbit community. For more information, 

see What should I know about the Fitbit Community? 

  

 Fitbit.com dashboard 
1. On the fitbit.com dashboard, hover over the Friends tile and click Find Friends. 
2. Under Find More Friends, choose a method to add friends, and follow the on-screen 

instructions. 

If you don't see the Friends tile on your dashboard, add the tile. For more information, see 

About the fitbit.com dashboard 

How do I accept or decline Fitbit friend requests? 

For instructions on how to accept or ignore a friend request, choose a section below. 

 iPhones, iPads, and Android phones 
1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the Notifications tab. 
2. Tap Messages. 
3. Tap the friend request to open it. 
4. Tap Accept or Ignore. 

 Windows 10 devices 
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1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the notifications icon at the top.  
2. Tap Notifications. 
3. Tap Accept or Ignore on the friend request. 

 Fitbit.com dashboard 

1. On the fitbit.com dashboard, click the notifications icon ( ) in the top right corner. 
2. Click View Request to open friend request.  
3. Click Accept or Ignore.  

How do I keep up with my Fitbit friends? 

Add friends to your Fitbit account to compare your 7-day step totals. For instructions on how to 

see your ranking: 

 Fitbit app 

 

From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the Community tab > Friends. If you don't see the 

Community tab, tap the Friends tab. 

 

Your friends are listed in order, based on their 7-day step total. 

  

 Fitbit.com dashboard 

On the fitbit.com dashboard, your Friends tile lists your friends in order, based on their 7-

day step total. To see the full list, hover over the tile and click See More. 

If you don't see the Friends tile on your dashboard, add the tile. For more information, see 

About the fitbit.com dashboard 

Tap a friend to see information they choose to share, such as step average, top badges, trophies, and 

their friends list. Keep in mind that the information visible to you depends on that friend’s Fitbit privacy 

settings. 

 

You can also cheer, taunt, or message your friends. To motivate one another, try participating in a 

challenge. For more information, see What should I know about challenges?  

 

If you want to share specific accomplishments with family and friends over social media, text, or email, 

see Can I share my Fitbit stats and accomplishments?  

https://help.fitbit.com/articles/en_US/Help_article/1287?p=charge_3&c=Topics%3AFAQs&l=en_US&fs=Search&pn=1
https://help.fitbit.com/articles/en_US/Help_article/1531?p=charge_3&c=Topics%3AFAQs&l=en_US&fs=Search&pn=1
https://help.fitbit.com/articles/en_US/Help_article/2106?p=charge_3&c=Topics%3AFAQs&l=en_US&fs=Search&pn=1


How do I delete or block Fitbit friends? 

For instructions on how to remove or block a friend, choose a section below. Note that you can 

only block friends in the Fitbit app. 

 Fitbit app 

1. From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap the Account icon ( ). 
2. Tap your name and scroll to see your friends. 
3. Tap View All Friends, then tap the friend you want to delete or block. 
4. On their profile, tap the three dots.  

 To remove the friend, tap Remove Friend. 
 To block a friend, tap Block User. 

If you want to unblock someone, go to Account > Blocked Users and choose the person 

you want to unblock. 

 Fitbit.com dashboard 
1. From the fitbit.com dashboard, find the Friends tile. 
2. Click the friend you want to delete. 
3. On their profile, hover over the teal Friends button. The button turns pink and an X 

appears. 
4. Click the button to remove the friend. 

How do I manage my Fitbit privacy settings? 

You’re in control of who can see details about you.  
 

 


